Abstract. A statistical estimator is discussed for using two-dimensional electron-microscope data to estimate Nv, the number of organelles per unit volume. Under general assumptions, the estimator is shown to be the unique unbiased estimator of Nv. Though the estimator has infinite variance, large samples are shown to yield an approximately normally distributed statistic from which confidence intervals for Nv can be obtained.
1. Introduction. In cell biology, an important problem of morphometric cytology is to estimate the number of cell nuclei, or other organelles, per unit volume. This number is usually called Nv, but we shall call it simply n. The number n is to be estimated from observations with an electron microscope. The microscope produces pictures of random plane sections; the biologist observes disks where the random plane has cut some of the nuclei. From repeated independent two-dimensional observations the biologist compiles statistics from which he wishes to estimate the number n.
Recent papers [1] , [2] , [3] have discussed and applied estimators with infinite variance. These papers show how to construct an unbiased estimator for n, but they do not show how to construct confidence intervals. Since the estimators have infinite variance, the need for confidence intervals is critical.
We will show that if no assumption is made on the sizes of the nuclei, then the unbiased estimator is unique, with infinite variance. Nevertheless, we will show that large independent samples may be used as if they had been taken from a Gaussian population with unknown but finite variance. Then confidence intervals can be obtained from standard statistical tables.
2. Definition of the estimator. Assume that the unit cuve contains n balls. Denote the cube by (2.1) 0-<_x<=l, 0<-_y<_-l, 0<-z<=l.
The problem is to estimate n by observing a random plane slice x X, where X is a uniformly distributed random variable, 0 < X < 1. Let the balls have radii ri >0 and centers ci (i 1,..., n). The slice x =X intersects the ith ball in a disk with positive area Ai if (2.2) --ri < X i < ri where ci (/, r/i, (/). In this event (2.3) Ai 7r[r2 -(X-)2] > O.
We define the estimator u (X) as follows. If the slice intersects at least one ball in a disk with area Ai > O, we define u as the sum (2.4) u(X)= If the slice intersects none of the balls, we define u kX)=0. This estimator was introduced by R. L. Fullman [4] . In [1] , it is proved that u (X) is an unbiased estimator of the number of balls" (2.5) E u(X)= n. Now the strong law of large numbers implies that, for independent samples of large size m, with probability one,
The estimator u(X) is applied to cell biology in [3] . Unfortunately, as it is observed in [1] , the estimator has infinite variance. In [1] , [2] , [3] no attempt was made to obtain confidence intervals. If the variance of u(X) were finite, one could apply the central limit theorem in the usual way to obtain confidence intervals. But the following argument implies that if no assumption is made about the sizes of the n balls, then an unbiased estimator of n must have infinite variance.
3. Uniqueness oi the estimator. Suppose v(X) is any unbiased estimator of n.
Then, in particular, it must work for n 0 and for n 1.
Let us assume that the estimator is a function of the positive areas A cut out of the n balls by the random plane slice x X. If n 0, then of course no areas will be cut out, and so we require v (X) 0. In general, n is unknown, but if a random slice cuts out no areas Ag > 0, we should set the estimator v (X) 0 to cover the contingency n 0.
Suppose n 1. Let the unit cube contain one ball, with radius r and center (, r/, (). The random slice x X misses the ball with probability 1 2r, and in this event we have decided to set v (X) 0. But if X lies in the interval -r < X < / r, then the slice cuts out the positive area A given by (2.3) . If [7] and [9] Let the symbol Bi represent the ith ball (i 1,..., n). An estimator of n must depend on the random slice x X and on the n balls B1, ' 
Nevertheless, we will derive for the estimator (2.4) a usable central limit theorem. 4. Asymptotic distribution. The estimator u(X) defined by (2.4) is a random variable; it has a probability distribution (4.1)
To obtain a central limit theorem for the singular estimator u (X), we will first show this: For large u there is a probability density f(u)= F'(u) which has the form (4.2) f(u) 2bu For n > 1 the ith ball lies in the slab :i ri <-x -<_ :i + ri, and so the ith ball causes the estimator u(X) to be large in two narrow bands" (4.7)
i-ri<X<i-ri-t-e and Call i-ri a left singularity; call i + ri a right singularity. Two of the balls share a singularity if they have a common tangent plane x constant. Let the union of the n left singularities be the distinct values a <' < a.; let the union of the n right singularities be the values b <. < bq. Then the estimator u (X) is large only for X in p + q narrow bands: (4.8) ai<X<ai+e and bj-e<X<b. These bands are disjoint if 0 < e << 1.
Let us observe u (X) in the left band ai < X < ai + e. Here we see [r (X (4.9) u(X) E zrwhere the sum is taken over those balls for which ai is a left singularity, so that ai--k--rk. The remainder w(X) comes from those balls cut by X ai, so that :k rk < ai < k + rk the function w (X) is analytic in the neighborhood of X ai. The sum Y has the form
where v(X) is analytic near ai, with v(ai)> O. Now u(X) takes the form (4.11) u(X) (X-ai)-/:2v(X)+ w(X) for (ai < X < ai + e).
As X -'> ai +0, u(X) goes to infinity like a positive constant times (X-ai) -1/:2. It is now clear that the event u (X) > has probability of the order (4.12)
Pr {U(X) > t, ai < X < ai + e} Cet-:2 + c3t
with c= > 0. This is the probability that u (X) > and that X lies in one of the disjoint bands (4.8). Since these events are disjoint, the probability of their union ig the sum of their probabilities, and so we find an expression (4.13) Pr {u(X) > t} b2t -2 + b3t
as --> pc, with b2 > 0. Taking minus the derivative, we obtain the asymptotic form of the probability density:
(4.14) 
(t) E exp (itu(X)).
This is the characteristic function of our estimator u(X). We will now show that for small > 0, I l V t
The last ;hree formulas imply
From [6, p. For us the independent random variables are not the areas Ai > 0 but the samples X1,''', X,, of the uniformly distributed random variable X. Then the formula (2.4) produces independent samples U1," ", U,, of the random variable u(X). 6 . Estimation of the limit variance. The constant b appears in the asymptotic form (4.2) of the probability density f(u). We will now show that for lar :amples the following limit occurs with probability one" The two limit formulas are equivalent because U /x with probability one. We shall later observe a practical reason for preferring the second formula in an approximation with finite m.
To prove the first formula we will use the characteristic function of the random variable U 2" (6.3) b2(t)-E exp (ituE(X)), where u(X)-U is the stereological estimator (2.4) .
In (6.9) [ ibt (ml_.)] 1++o rn
In the limit as m --> this expression becomes exp (ibt), which is the c.f. of a variate that equals b with probability one. This completes the proof of the asserted limit formula (6.1). The equivalent formula (6.2) now follows.
7. Construction of confidence intervals. We wish to use the stereological estimator (2.4) to estimate the expected value/x n the unknown number of balls in the cube. Suppose we observe an independent sample of large size rn" (7.1) Ui u(Xi), i= 1,..., m.
We will construct a confidence interval for/z. It is for this reason that we have preferred the approximation (6.2) to the theoretically equivalent expression (6.1). The expression (6.1) would replace Z by (7.5) Z' m g lz
In our theoretical case, in which E U z eo, the variate Z', like Z in ( Since the quantity in (7.6) is unknown, we cannot construct confidence intervals using Z'. But we can easily use the preferred estimator Z, as the following example shows.
Example. If X is uniformly distributed for 0<X < 1, then U X -1/2 has the probability density (7.7) f(u) 2U 
For example, the first run produced the numbers U and Z that appeared in (7.8) ; it also produced the numbers 9. Generalization. For definiteness, we have discussed only the case of spheres.
The paper [1] shows how to define unbiased estimators U u (X) for the number n of general convex bodies in the unit cube. No assumption is made on the size distribution; one assumes only the knowledge of the mean shape constant J defined in [1] , formula (4.2) . If the bodies are smooth, the shape constant J is finite, and our stereological estimator (2.4) becomes (9.1) u(X) =J-1 E A7, /2. Ai>O (For spheres, the shape constant J equals x/.) The variance of the estimator is infinite, but its expected value equals the number of bodies in the cube.
In every case it is easy to see, as in 4 of this paper, that the estimator u (X) has a probability density of order u -3 for large u, as in formula (4.2) . But that is all we needed to establish our limit theorem. And so we have the result for general smooth convex bodies: for large independent samples U1," U, the quantity Z in (7.4) is approximately standard Gaussian, with mean 0 and variance 1. In applications, this limit theorem enables us to construct intervals for the statistical estimation of the number of bodies in the cube.
